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Most algorithms for reconfigurable meshes (R-meshes) are based on the divide-and-
conquer (DAC) strategy. Although the strategy per se does not require the subproblems
to be equal in size, existing DAC algorithms for R-meshes do divide the problem
approximately evenly. This paper demonstrates that dividing a problem evenly is not
necessarily a good way to decompose a problem. There are occasions on which an
irregular decomposition scheme may be preferable. We take this approach and obtain a
new sorting algorithm. Our sorting algorithm has several strengths: it is simple, scalable,
and as broadcast-efficient as the best known result.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A reconfigurable mesh (R-mesh) is a two- or three-
dimensional array of processing elements (PEs)
connected by reconfigurable buses. Though the
PEs are interconnected as a regular mesh, the
internal connection between the I/O ports of each
PE can be individually reconfigured during the
execution of algorithms [16]. Computations on
reconfigurable meshes have recently received a
great deal of attention from researchers. The
challenge here is to solve a problem on an R-mesh
in a constant number of steps using as few PEs as
possible. Efficient algorithms have been developed

for sorting [8, 9, 14, 18], image processing [5, 11,
12], arithmetic problems [6], computer vision [21]
and geometric problems [7, 13, 19]. Almost all of
these algorithms are based on the well-known
divide-and-conquer (DAC) strategy: Decompose a
given problem into several subproblems, solve
them individually, and then combine the partial
results into a solution to the original problem.
Although the divide-and-conquer method per se

does not require subproblems to be equal or
approximately equal in size, in practice almost all
existing DAC algorithms follow this rule and
divide a problem approximately evenly. A divide-
and-conquer algorithm is said to follow a regular
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decomposition scheme if it always divides a
problem (approximately) evenly in size. Otherwise,
it is based on an irregular decomposition scheme.
With regular decompositions, it is relatively easy

to reduce problem size from n to o(n) in O(1)
recursion steps, which is crucial in obtaining O(1)
time algorithms. By comparison, there seems to be
no easy control on subproblem size in irregular
decompositions. Thus, intuitively, irregular de-
compositions seem unnatural and difficult to im-
plement on R-meshes.

In this paper, we demonstrate that contrary to
intuition, irregular decomposition can be a useful
design paradigm.
We apply the irregular decomposition scheme to

sort a set of n elements on an n n R-mesh. The
resulting algorithm is conceptually simpler and
computationally more efficient than previous
sorting algorithms (e.g. [8, 9, 14, 18]). The irregular
decomposition scheme can be tuned to use the
same number of broadcasts as the best know result
[22]. Our algorithm also has the desirable property
of being scalable.
The purpose of this paper is thus twofold: (1) to

demonstrate the usefulness of irregular decom-
position, and (2) to report efficient sorting algo-
rithms for R-meshes.
The next section reviews various models for

reconfigurable meshes. The scheme of irregular
decomposition is discussed in Section 3. It is then
applied to obtain a new sorting algorithm. We also
compare the new sorting algorithm with previous
ones and present its scalability. All of the above
can be found in Section 4.

2. ARCHITECTURES OF
RECONFIGURABLE MESHES

2.1. The Model

A two-dimensional reconfigurable mesh (R-mesh
for short) is a two-dimensional array of processors
connected by a reconfigurable bus system. Each
processor has four I/O ports, denoted as N

(north), S (south), E (east), and W (west),
respectively. An R-mesh with n rows and m
columns of processors is denoted as an n x m R-
mesh. (A 6 x 6 R-mesh is shown in the left portion
of Fig. 1.) The rows of an R-mesh are numbered
from 0 to n- 1, with 0 referring to the northern-
most row. Similarly, columns are numbered 0 to
m-1, from west to east. PE(i,j) denotes the
processor located at the intersection of row and
column j. To simplify the notations, we use PE(i,
) (resp. PE(,,j)) to denote all processors in row

(resp. columnj); and PE(,, ,), all processors in the
R-mesh. Each processor has a constant number of
registers of O(log n) bits. Data are represented in
the binary form and stored in these registers. Buses
are capable of carrying O(log n) bits data.

Internal connection between the four ports of
each processor can be reconfigured during the
execution of an algorithm. There are 15 different
possible patterns of internal connection at each
node (we use the notation {xy} to mean that port x
and port y are connected to each other):

no connections {}
Two-ports connections (NS}, (EW}, {NW},
{NE), {SW), {SE)
Three-ports connections {EW S}, {EW N},
{SN E), {SN W}
Four-ports connections (EW SN)
Two-pairs connections {EW, SN), {EN, WS),
(ES, WN}.

These patterns of connection are pictorially
shown in the right portion of Figure 1.

0(

,(

N

FIGURE A 6 x 6 R-mesh (left) and 15 possible patterns of
internal connections (right) in the R-mesh.
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There are various models for reconfigurable
meshes [1, 15, 16, 27, 28, 29]. They differ principally
in the patterns of connection allowed at each
processor:

The processor array with a reconfigurable bus
system (PARBUS) [27, 28] allows arbitrary con-
nection between the ports.
The reconfigurable mesh with buses (RMESH)
[15, 16], or the content addressable array proces-
sor (CAAP) [29], allows all the connection
patterns listed above except the two-pair con-
nections.
The mesh restriction in reconfigurable network
(MRN) [1] allows all but three-ports and four-
ports connections.

We will use R-mesh as a generic term to refer to
any of the above models. When we describe an R-
mesh algorithm, we will indicate which models of
R-meshes we have in mind.
There are two models for bus arbitration in R-

meshes [16]: exclusive write and common write. The
exclusive write model does not allow bus conflict,
i.e., at most one processor can send data to a bus
at any time. In this respect, it resembles the
exclusive write PRAM (EW PRAM). The common
write model allows multiple processors to simulta-
neously broadcast to the same bus as long as the
same data value are broadcast. In this paper, we
assume the exclusive write model.

In order to measure the time complexity of an
R-mesh algorithm, two models have been pro-
posed in [16]: the unit-time delay model and the log-
time delay model. In the unit-time delay model, the
computation operates synchronously, and the
following operations are each counted as one step:

evaluating an arithmetic or logic operation.
reconfiguring internal connections between each
port of a processor.
broadcasting on a configured bus.

In the log-time delay model, broadcasting on a
configured bus is assumed to take log s time, where
s is the diameter of the bus on which the data are
broadcast [16]. Any algorithm taking T(n) steps on
an n x n R-mesh of the unit-time delay model will

run in O(T(n) log n) steps on the log-time delay
model.
The unit-time delay model is more popular than

the log-time delay model. In fact, almost all papers
in the literature of R-mesh algorithms have
assumed the unit-time delay model, which we will
adopt in this paper, too.

3. THE IRREGULAR DECOMPOSITION
SCHEME

Given a problem with an input set A (where
IAI n), a typical divide-and-conquer (DAC)
R-mesh algorithm works as follows:

Divide Partition A into A0, A1,..., Am-l, and
accordingly divide the given mesh M
into submeshes M0, M1,...,Mm-1.
(Assume this takes D(n) time.)

Conquer Recursively solve each subp.roblem Ai
on submesh Mi; or directly solve Ai if
the subproblem satisfies some boundary
conditions. (The subproblems A0,...,
Am-1 are solved simultaneously.)

Combine Combine the partial results and obtain a
solution to the original problem. (As-
sume this takes C(n) time.)

The time complexity T(n) of the algorithm
satisfies the following recurrence relation:

T (n) D(n) + max{T (no),
T(nl),..., T(nm-1)} + C(n),
where ni IAi[.

In order to have T(n)= O(1), a problem must be
partitioned and subresults be combined both in
O(1) time (i.e., D(n) O(1) and C(n) 0(1)).
Furthermore, each subproblem must be solved in
O(1) time after O(1) recursion steps.
To satisfy these conditions, a problem must be

carefully decomposed. A decomposition of a
problem is said to be regular if the subproblems
are approximately equal in size (i.e., IA01 [All
...lAm-ll). Otherwise, it is an irregular
decomposition. A DAC algorithm is said to adopt
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a regular decomposition scheme if it requires every
decomposition to be regular. It adopts an irregular
decomposition scheme if regular decomposition is
not a requirement. Regardless of its regular or
irregular status, a decomposition is said to be
natural if a solution to the original problem can be
easily obtained from the solutions to the subpro-
blems (i.e., the "combine" step of the algorithm is
trivial). For instance, the well-known (sequential)
quicksort adopts an irregular decomposition
scheme, while the mergesort does a regular one.
The quicksort always produces natural decom-
positions (since the "combine" step takes only
O(1) sequential time); the mergesort doesn’t (it
takes O(n) time to merge two sorted subarrays).

Regular Decomposition

With a regular decomposition scheme on an R-
mesh, a problem of size n is typically divided into a
number rn of subproblems each of size approxi-
mately n/m. Correspondingly, the R-mesh is evenly
divided into m submeshes such that each submesh
accommodates a subproblem. As opposed to the
binary partition scheme which is commonly used
in existing parallel algorithms and requires O(log
n) recursive steps, only O(1) recursive steps are
allowed in order to have D(n) O(1). A common
technique in existing R-mesh algorithms is to
assign m as ns for some el, el < 1, SO that after at
most O(1/e) recursive steps, sizes of subproblems
can be reduced to O(n) where subproblems of
size O(n) are easy to compute in O(1) time. If the
decomposition is not a natural one, then combin-
ing m partial results in O(1) time is not an easy
task. Most existing algorithms for R-meshes uses
m2 equal-sized submeshes in the "combine" step to
achieve C(n) 0(1).

Irregular Decomposition

In an irregular decomposition scheme, the sub-
problems Ai’s are not necessarily of the same size,
nor are the submeshes Mi’s. When both regular
and irregular decomposition schemes are capable
of producing natural decompositions, but the

irregular scheme is computationally easier because
of less restriction on subproblem sizes, irregular
decompositions may be preferable. In this case, a
problem of size n is divided into rn subproblems of
sizes no,..., nm- 1, with max{n0, nl, ,nm- } ne
for some e, O<e< 1. If C(n)=D(n)=O(1) and
T(n’) 0(1) for some e’, 0 < e’ < 1, then T(n)= 1.
We shall demonstrate this case with sorting

algorithms in the next section.

4. SORTING BY IRREGULAR
DECOMPOSITION

Several optimal sorting algorithms for R-meshes
are available in the literature, all based on the
divide-and-conquer strategy with regular decom-
positions [9, 14, 18]. In this section, we apply the
irregular decomposition scheme and obtain a new
sorting algorithm that is simple and requires fewer
bus broadcasts than previous algorithms.
Our algorithm is an improvement on the one by

Lin et al. [14], so we start with a brief review of the
latter algorithm.

4.1. A Regular Decomposition Approach

Let S be a set of n integers to be sorted. For ease of
presentation, we assume the n elements to be
distinct so as to avoid tedious bookkeeping details.
Also, we assume that a number oc is added to S so
that S now contains n + numbers. The sorting
algorithm presented in [14] divides the given set S
into m subsets Sk, 0 < k < m- 1, of the same size,
such that all elements in Si are less than all
elements in Si+ 1. This is a "natural" decomposi-
tion because once each Si is sorted, the whole set S
is sorted. To sort the Si’s, the given n x n mesh is
divided into m submeshes, and each Si is sorted on
a dedicated submesh. These ideas are more
precisely stated in the following.

Lin- Olariu- Schwing- Zhang Algorithm

1. Select m + elements So, S1,... ,Sm, such that sk
is the qth largest element in S, where rn
and qe k. n/m + 1.
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2. Partition S into rn subsets, Se, 0 < k < m-1,
such that S {s S[Sk < S < sg+ 1}

3. Directly sort each Se on an n x (n/m) submesh
Mk.

4. Concatenate the sorted subsets into a single
sorted list.

The algorithm employs a sophisticated multi-
selection algorithm to carry out Step 1. The multi-
selection algorithm, while clever and interesting in
its own right, is undesirably complex and involved
for the sorting problem, especially on an R-mesh.

4.2. An Irregular Decomposition Scheme

The above sorting algorithm requires equal size of
the subproblems, and, therefore, needs to solve a
relatively difficult multi-selection problem. We
observe that dividing the problem evenly among
the subproblems is not crucial for the above
algorithm to work correctly. If we relax this
requirement and allow the subproblems to be
different in size, then we don’t need to solve the
hard multi-selection problem and thus have a
simpler and more efficient algorithm. Of course we
still need some restriction on subproblem sizes so
as to not partition a problem into a very large
subproblem and some very small ones.
Our algorithm is a recursive one, so we describe

it as one that sorts n elements on an n n R-
mesh. (Initially we are given n elements to sort on
an nn R-mesh.) The algorithm divides a
problem of size n’ into m subproblems of sizes
no,...,nm-1, respectively, such that max{n0,nl,

nm-1 } f(n), where

f(n’)={ v/ ifn’<- otherwise

Let T(n’) be the time complexity of our
algorithm in sorting n’ elements on an n x n R-
mesh. The algorithm is specified in the following.

New Sorting Algorithm: Sort(S)

Input: a set S of n’ elements stored, one element
per processor, in the northernmost row of an n x n’
R-mesh.

Output: the set S, sorted in ascending order,
again stored one element per processor in the
northernmost row of the same R-mesh.

Define some variables for ease of reference:
q /’], p n’/f(n’), and m p q.

1. If n’ <v then directly sort the elements by the
method of [28]. (It takes O(1) time.)

2. Select a set S’ of rn + elements So, S1,...,Sm

from S such that the number of elements x in S
that satisfies se < x < se / is at mostf(n’). Store
the elements of S’ in the northernmost row of
M. See procedure Select(S) for implementation
of this step. (Assume that this step requires
D(n’) time.)

3. Partition S into rn subsets Se, 0 < k < m-1, such
that Se {s E Slsk < s < se / 1}. Then route Sk to
a dedicated n x ISkl submesh Me. See procedure
Partition(S,S’) for details. (Assume that this
step requires R(n’) time.)

4. Simultaneously sort Sk, on Mz for all
k, 0 < k < m 1, recursively using this algo-
rithm. (This step needs T(f(n’)) time.)

5. Combine the sorted subsets into a single sorted
list. (It takes C(n’) O(1) time.)

To carry out Step 2 of the algorithm, we
perform the following procedure.

Select(S)

1. Divide the mesh evenly into p submeshes,
M, 0 < <_p- 1, where the size of each Mz is
n [f(n)] except for the last one, Mp_l, which
may be narrower than others. This correspond-
ingly divides S into p subsets, W, 0 _< <p 1,
with W consisting of the elements of S that are
stored in Mr. Note that the elements in Wz are
not necessarily smaller than those in W+I.
(This step obviously takes O(1) time.)

2. Sort W’t on Mt for 0 < <p 1, simultaneously.
(This recursive step takes T(f(n)) time.)

3. For each sorted Wt, select wt,0, wz, i,..., Wt, q_
such that these elements evenly partition W
into subsets of size f(n’)/q. These selected
elements are marked and stored in the north-
ernmost row of M. (This step takes 0(1) time.)
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4. Let S’ {sk" 0 < k < m } be the set of all the
elements selected in the preceding step. Include
Sm= in S for convenience in presentation.

The sk’s (0 < k < m- 1) so produced are to be
used in Step 3 of the New Sorting Algorithm to
divide the input set S into subsets Sk,
0 < k < m 1. The following lemma shows that
these elements do have the property as required by
the sorting algorithm.

LEMMA llf Sg {s E SIsg <s < Sk+ 1}, then [Ski <
f(n’).

Proof Note that Wt can be divided by wt,0,
Wl,1,. Wl, q_ into Wz,0 Wt,1,..., Wl,q-1. Also let

u {s Sis >_ s+ }.
Lk {s Sis < Sk}.

Consider the sequence w,0<.< Wl, q_ and its
relation to sk and sk+ 1. There are three possible
cases"

wl,o<Wi,1 <’’" <Wi,q-1 <Sk <Sk+l.
Sk < Sk + < WI,O < WI, < < Wl,q-1.
There exists an such that wt, o <... < wt, t, <
Sk < Sk+l Wl, l’+l’’" < Wl, q-1.

In all cases, at most one set from W,0, Wt,1,
W,q_l is not a subset of Ut3 L. Since there

are p such sequences (any two of them are
disjoint), we have

IUkl + ILI (I w,,l)
WI, lt+lS or Wl, <Sk+

>_ n’ f(n’)/q[ p.

Thus, ISkl n’ (I Ukl + [Lkl) < f(n’)/qJ . p.
Since

Lf(n’)/qJ .p <_ f(n’)/q.p f(n’) . (p/q) (1)

and

p [n’/[f(n’)]l < Fnl/41- q, (2)

Once S’ is computed, S is partitioned by the
elements in S into m subsets S, 0 < k < m-1
such that S {s Slsk < s < s/ }; each S is then
moved to a dedicated n x ISg[ submesh. This can
be done as follows.

Partition (S, S)

1. For each element in S, compute its rank in S.
(This can be done in parallel on an n n R-
mesh in O(logn’/(logn’-log m)) time [14].)

2. If sk has rank 7r(k), then route sk to PE(0, 7r(k)).
Divide the n n mesh into submeshes M0,
M,..., Mm-, with Mk of size n (Tr(k + 1)-
7r(k)). (This obviously takes O(1) time.)

3. Broadcast S to the westernmost column of each
M. (This takes O(1) time.)

4. For each submesh M, mark the processors in
its westernmost column for which the elements
received from the previous broadcast are in S.
Then extract those elements in ttie marked
processors from its westernmost column to its
northernmost row. (This can be done in O(1)
time by Lemma 2 below.)

LEMMA 2 Suppose each PE(i,j) holds a value aj in
an r c R-mesh M, and out of the c values
ao,...,a_-r or fewer are marked. (lf aj is

marked, then all of its copies as stored in column j
are marked.) It can be done in one broadcast to
extract the marked values and store them in the
westernmost column.

Proof Configure the internal connection A(i,j) of
PE(i,j) as follows:

WN, ES} if aj is marked
A(i,j) { WE} otherwise

For example, if aa, a4, as, a7 are marked, the
R-mesh configuration is as illustrated in Figure 2.

After the reconfiguration, let each PE(0,j) that
holds a marked aj broadcast aj to its N-port. The
value will be received by a PE in the westernmost
column.

it follows that ISI _< f(n’). In parallel to Lemma 2, the following is true.
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FIGURE 2 Example for the reconfiguration of extraction
operation.

COROLLARY Suppose each PE(i,j) holds a value
ai in an r c R-mesh M, and out of the r values
ao,...,ar_l-C or fewer are marked. (If ai is
marked, then all of its copies as stored in row
are marked.) It can be done in one broadcast to
extract the marked values and store them in the
northernmost row.

Now we analyze the complexity of our sorting
algorithm. The time complexity T(n’) satisfies the
following recurrence relations"

f(n,)={x/ ifx/-<n’<ifffn_<n
m n’/Ff(n’)l

D(n’) + R(n’) + T(f(n’)) + C(n’)
r(n’) if n’>

O(1) otherwise

D(n’) T( f(n’)).

( logn’ )R(n’)=O
logn’-logm

C(n’) O(1).

Solving the recurrence equations yields

T(/
T(n’) T(v/-)

O(1)

ifh- < n’
ifx/- < n,
otherwise

(3)

Thus, T(n) 0(1).
We summarize the above results as a theorem.

THEOREM The New Sorting Algorithm sorts a
set of n elements on an n x n R-mesh in 0(1) time.

The R-mesh algorithm described above works
on the PARBUS model. It can also be applied to
the more restrictive models, RMESH and MRN.
In the following, we discuss issues about imple-
menting this sorting algorithm in RMESH and
MRN.

First note that our algorithm employ an existing
algorithm [28] to sort x/-g elements on an n R-
mesh. The algorithm in [28] does not use any
crossing connection {WE, NS}, 3-port connection,
or 4-port connection. It does use non-crossing
two-pair connections {WN, ES} and {WS, EN}.
These connections can be simulated using four PEs
in the RMESH model [6]. Thus, a set of
elements can be sorted in O(1) time on n v/-g R-
meshes (PARBUS, RMESH and MRN). Simi-
larly, the same simulation can also be applied to
compute Step 4 of the partition procedure.
Another implementation issue is the ranking

algorithm of [14] (in Step of the partition
procedure). That algorithm needs to use the
crossing connection {WE, NS}. Fortunately, com-
puting the sum of a 0/1 sequence of length n on an
n 2n R-mesh (PARBUS, RMESH, or MRN)
can be done in O(1) time for 0 < e [5]. Using this
algorithm, we can compute the rank in s(IsI n’)
for every element in S’(IS’l--m) on an n n’ R-
mesh (PARBUS, RMESH, and MRN) in O(logn’/
(log n’- log m)) time.

4.3. Comparison with Existing
Sorting Algorithms

The model employed in our analysis of time
complexity takes into account both computation
time and communication time. Each primitive
computation as well as each reconfiguration of the
bus system and the subsequent broadcast of data,
is assumed to be completed in a unit time.
However, the constant involved in a reconfigura-
tion and broadcast is normally much larger than
that involved in a computation step. In light of
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this, Nigam and Sahni [18] proposed the number
of bus broadcasts as a measure of efficiency of
O(1) time R-mesh algorithms. They showed that
the number of broadcasts required by their sorting
algorithms is much smaller than that of [14] and
that of [9]. Table I summarizes the number of
broadcasts needed by various sorting algorithms.
As one can see from the table, our algorithm is
more efficient than previous ones. Recently, Olariu
and $chwing presented a deterministic sampling
scheme that further reduces the number of broad-
casts required for the sorting problem [22]. Our
algorithm on the PARBUS can achieve the same
number of broadcasts by setting the following
parameters:

g if n’ <_ nf(n’)=
otherwise

and q [rh-X]. The reader is referred to Appendix
A and Appendix B for analyses of the numbers of
broadcasts required by our algorithm.

4.4. Scalability of the New Sorting Algorithm

Although the Jang-Prasanna [9] algorithm is
scalable, it only works on a PARBUS. Ours works
for all R-mesh models (PARBUS, RMESH, and
MRN). Our algorithm is also easier to implement;
we only need an algorithm for < K < gr, while
[9] needs two algorithms, one for < K < x/-, and
one for < K < x/.
Our algorithm divides the problem of size n’ into

rn subproblems of sizes no, nl,...,nm-1, respec-
tively, such that max{no, nl,...,nm_l}<_ f(n’),
where

n/x/- f n/x/-- < n’f(n’)
n/K otherwise

To sort the original set of n elements, it divides n
elements recursively until the size of every sub-
problem is less than n/K. The subproblems are
then solved in O(1) time by Theorem 1.
We also use amortization [4] to prove the time

complexity of this scalable algorithm. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first usage of amortiza-
tion in the design and analysis of R-mesh Algo-
rithms. The details of this algorithm and its time
complexity analysis are described in Appendix C.

A scalable sorting algorithm can sort a set of n
elements on an n/K x n/K R-mesh in O(K) steps for
< K < x/-. This also leads to an AT optimal

design in the word model of VLSI. The Jang-
Prasanna [9] algorithm is scalable. The Nigam-
Sahni [18], Lin- Olariu- Schwing- Zhang [14],
and Olanu-Schwing [22] algorithms seem to be
not scalable, or at least hard to scale. Our
algorithm, while close to the Lin et al., algorithm,
is easy to scale.

TABLE The number of broadcasts in various sorting
algorithms

R-mesh Algorithms Number of Broadcasts
for Sorting PARBUS RMESH

Olariu- Schwing [22]
Our Original Algorithm
with new parameters
Nigam- Sahni [18]
Lin-Olairu- Schwing-
Zhang [14]
Jang-Prasanna [9]

35 not applicable
35 75

59 (Column Sort)120 (Rotate Sort)
103 not applicable

> 103 not applicable

THEOREM 2 The New Sorting Algorithm sorts a
set of n elements on an n/K x n/K R-Mesh in O(K)
time for <_ K <_ x/.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented an irregular decomposition
technique in the design and analysis of R-mesh
algorithms for sorting problems and come up with
O(1) time algorithms on reconfigurable meshes
using n2 processors. All algorithms in the paper,
designed for a PARBUS, can be also run on
RMESH and MRN.
Our sorting algorithms on a two dimensional R-

mesh of size n/Kxn/K, where < K< x/-,
requires an AT2 (area-time-square-product) upper
bound of O(n2). Since an R-mesh can be realized
using n2 area, this is the best one can obtain in
terms of the lower bound result AT2=f(n2) for
the sorting problems on the VLSI word model [26].
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The R-mesh algorithm (using irregular decom-
position) presented here, unlike previous R-mesh
algorithms (using regular decomposition), looks a
little complicated at first sight. In contrast to our
intuition, it is very simple to implement on R-
meshes, and as broadcast-efficient as the best
known results obtained by [22].
We have applied irregular decomposition to

obtain simple and efficient sorting algorithms for
R-meshes. The main idea behind the notion of
irregular decomposition is to divide a problem
along its "natural" boundaries between subpro-
blems. Not all problems have such natural
boundaries. This paper provides an evidence that
when a problem has natural boundaries between
its subproblems, irregular decomposition may be a
more effective way for designing a divide-and-
conquer algorithm for R-meshes.
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APPENDIX A: NUMBER OF BROADCASTS
IN THE PARBUS MODEL

We describe our PARBUS implementation of the
new algorithm in two lemmas, Lemma 3 for the
non-recursive part and Lemma 4 for the recursive
part.

LEMMA 3 Given a set S ofn’ elements allocated in
the processors of the northernmost row of an n n’
R-mesh M. Ifn’ <_ v/-, S can be sorted and stored in
the processors of the northernmost row of M in 4
broadcasts.

Proof Nonrecursive_Sort(S)

1. First broadcast the elements in S by column
buses such that PE(,,j) has a. Then Partition
M into submeshes, M0, M,...,M_,
each of size n’.

2. For each submesh Me, broadcast ae to each
processor of Me.

3. For each submesh Me, each PE(i, j) of Me has
ak and aj. We configure the internal connection
A(i,j) of PE(i, j) as follows.

{WN, ES}A(i,j)= {NS}
if a < a
otherwise

0 0 0 0

FIGURE 3 Example for the reconfiguration of Nonrecursi-
te Sort.

Thus, Nonrecursive_Sort(S) requires 4 broadcasts
(1/1/1/1).

LEMMA 4 Given a set S ofn’ elements allocated in
the processors of the northernmost row of an n x n’
R-mesh M. S can be sorted and stored in the
processors of the northernmost row of M in g(n’)
broadcasts, where

After the configuration, send ae from the N
port of PE(k x/, n’ 1) via the configured
subbus. If ae has rank II(k), then
PE(k + II(k), 0) is connected to the sub-
bus, and marked.
For example, if P(ao) P(a2)= P(a3)=-

P(a6) 0 and P(al)= e(a4)= P(as)= P(a7)= 1,
then an R-mesh configuration is illustrated in
Figure 3.

4. For each PE(i,0) that is marked, broadcast
the new number just received to PE(,, mod
x/). This can be done in one broadcast as
follows. We first configure a link bet-
ween PE(i, 0) and PE(i, modx/) and another
link between PE(i, imodx/-) and PE(0, imod
x/-), then send the data via the configured
subbus.

g(n’)--{16 ifx/-<n’<n
42 if ffh- < n

Proof Recursive_Sort(S)

1. Broadcast elements of S by column and row
buses such that PE(., j) has aj and PE(i, .) has

ai. This is done in one broadcast, as illustrated
in Figure 4.

2. Partition M into p submeshes, Mr, 0 <_ l <p 1,
each of size n f(n’). For each submesh Mr,
sort Wt.on Mt recursively, then mark q elements
that evenly partition the elements allocated in
the processors of northernmost row of Mr. This
step only requires g(f(n’))- broadcasts since
the initial broadcast in the recursive call is
already done in the earlier step.
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FIGURE 4 Configuration for the initial broadcast in
Recursive Sort.

3. Now that S’ is selected, S is to be partitioned
by elements in S’ into m subsets
0 < k < m- 1. Furthermore, So, $1,..., Sm-1
are allocated in the sequential order in the
northernmost row of M, one element per
processor. The following substeps shows the
computation in h(n) broadcasts, where

h(n’) { 8 if < n’ < fn-3
10 if ,fn-x < n

(a) If < n’ < / then do the following:

i. Call Nonrecursive_Sort to sort S (the
elements marked in the processors of
northernmost row of M). This step only
takes 3 broadcasts since the initial broad-
cast for Nonrecursive_Sort is already done
in the earlier step.

ii. Allocate m submeshes, Mo, M1,... ,Mm-1
in M, each of the same size x/’g x n’.

iii. For each submesh Me, broadcast se and
Se+l to the processors of Me. This step
requires two broadcasts.

iv. For each submesh Me, each PE(i, j) of Me
has aj, se and se + 1. Extract those aj’s in the
northernmost row of Me such that
se < a< se+ to the westernmost column
of Me. Also mark those processors in the

westernmost column that receive a new
element. By Lemma 1, the number of a’s
such that se < aj < se+ is no more than
f(n’) in each Me. Also note that f(n’) <
for v/-g < n < /-n-. Thus, the computation
requires one broadcast by Lemma 2.

v. Broadcast from the westernmost column of
M by row buses such that PE(i, j) knows
whether PE(i, 0) is marked or not.

vi. Extract those new elements received at the
marked processors in the westernmost
column of M into the northernmost row
of M. Note that the number of processors
marked in the westernmost column ofM is
n. Thus, this is computed in one broadcast
by Lemma 2. Suppose PE(i, 0) is connected
to PE(0, II(/)) in the extraction computa-
tion. For any pair of marked processor
PE(i,0) and PE(i,0), if i<i’ then
II(i)<II(i’). Thus, So, S1,...,Sm-1 are
allocated in the sequential order in the
northernmost row of M, one element per
processor.

(b) If < n’ then do the following:

i. Compute the ranks of S in S. This requires
7 broadcasts as shown in the following:

A. Let So, Sl,...,Sm-1 be the elements of
S . Partition M into m submeshes,
M0, M1,..., Mm-1, each of the same
size x/ x n’. Broadcast these m num-
bers to each submesh Me.

B. For each submesh Me, broadcast se to
all the processors of Me. This step is
not counted since it is already done in
the last step of previous recursive call.
Then a list of n bits, b0, bl,..., bn’-I is
computed, where bi-- if the number in
PE(i, 0) is less than

C. Count the number of l’s in the list of n
bits on each Me. We apply the parallel
prefix sum algorithm of [14, 22] for this
computation. It takes [log n’/log x/J
iterations and requires 6 broadcasts.
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ii. If sk has rank II(k), it is broadcasted to
PE(0,II (k)). Then partition M into sub-
meshes M0, M1,..., Mm-1, where Mk is of
size n x (II (k + 1)-II (k))= n x ISk[.

iii. For each submesh Mk, broadcast Sg and
Sk+ to each processor of Mk. This step
requires two broadcasts.

iv. For each submesh Mk, each PE(i,j) of
has ai, sg and Sk+ 1. Extract those afs in the
westernmost column of Mk such that
sg <_ ai < Sk+ to the northernmost row of
Mk. Note that the size of
Thus, the computation requires one broad-
cast by Lemma 2.

4. Partition M into m submeshes M0, M1,...,
mm-1 such that Sk is stored in the northern-
most row of n ISkl submesh M. Sort Sk on

Mk recursively. By Lemma 1, ISgI <f(n’). Thus,
this computation requires g(f(n’) broadcasts.

We calculate the number of broadcasts in each
step of Recursive_Sort(S) and conclude that
Recursive_Sort(S) requires g(n’) + (g( f(n’))
1) + h(n’) + g(f(n’)) broadcasts.
Thus, Recursive_Sort(S) requires

g(n’)= { -+-3-t-8+4= 16 ifx/ < n’ <
1+15+10+16-42 if<n’

Recently, Olariu and Schwing presented a
deterministic sampling scheme that further reduces
the number of broadcasts required for the sorting
problem [22]. We tune the parameters of our
algorithm and obtain the same broadcast-effi-
ciency. The procedures and analysis are depicted
as follows:
Note that Lemma holds for the following

parameters setup: - if n’ <_ ff(n’)=
otherwise

and q- [n-g. Then the analysis follows:

h(n’) { 8 if < n’ _<
17 if h-g < n

and

g(n’) 9 (see[22])
+8+ 17+9-35

if x/’ < n’ <_ /-n-g
if <n’

We summarize the results of this section as a
theorem.

THEOREM 3 There exists an R-mesh algorithm
that takes at most 35 bus broadcasts to sort n
numbers on an n x n PARBUS.

APPENDIX B: NUMBER OF BROADCASTS
IN THE RMESH MODEL

To analyze the number of broadcasts of the new
sorting algorithm in the RMESH model, we note
some necessary changes to the PARBUS imple-
mentation of Section 5.

Broadcasting elements of S by column and row
buses such that PE(,,j) has a and PE(i, ,) has ai

requires only one broadcast in the PARBUS.
This step is simulated by two broadcasts in the
RMESH, one uses column buses, the other uses
row buses, as illustrated in Figure 5.
The connections {WN, ES} and {WS, EN} in the
PARBUS model can be simulated using 4 PEs in
the RMESH model [6]. The broadcast initiated
after these types of configuration can be
simulated by two broadcasts, one for the
processors indexed with odd numbers, the other
with even numbers.

FIGURE 5 Row buses (left) and column buse (right) in the
RMESH.
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Counting the number of l’s in the list of n bits
on an n’ RMESH.

Consider n’<_ x/-. The implementation is simi-
lar to that of Nonrecursive Sort. It takes 2
iterations (one for odd bits, and the other for
even bits) with each iteration using 2 broadcasts
(one for counting bits, and the other for
broadcasting to the top left corner of the mesh).
Consider n’> x/-. We use only 12 broadcasts
on an n’ PARBUS. But the PARBUS
implementation also utilizes the connection
{WE, NS}. The addition algorithm in [9] is
adopted for the computation in the RMESH
model. Lemma5 shows that it requires 19
broadcasts.

LEMMA 5 There exists an implementation that
counts the number of l’s in the list of n’ bits
(n’> V/-) on an x n’ RMESH in 18 broadcasts.

Proof
1. Partition M into submeshes, M0,

M1,...,Mv_I, each submesh is of the same
size n’/x/-.

2. For each submesh Mk, count the number of l’s
in the list of n’/x/ bits on each Mk. This
requires 4 broadcasts since n’/ < x/-.

3. Add the numbers calculated in Mk and Mg/l
for k that is even. This requires one broadcast.
Add the numbers calculated in Mk and Mg+ 2

for k such that k mod4=0. This requires
another broadcast. Let these x/-/4 numbers
be x0, xl,..., XX/’/4_

4. Partition M into 2 log n submeshes M1,M2,
M21ogn, each of the same size x/ x/.

5. Compute the sum of these x//41ogn bits
numbers, xo, x,..., xx/-/4_ 1. Stores the kth bit
of the sum in Mg. This requires 9 broadcasts, as
shown in the following steps.

(a) Distribute these x/-/4 numbers to each Mk
such that PE(0, 4./) of Mk stores the kth
bit of xi. This require 3 broadcasts, one for
collecting xi’s to the west most column, and
two for distributing xi’s to each Mk.

(b) Apply the Carry Lookahead generation
circuit in [9] to sum up these x//41ogn
bits numbers. This require 6 broadcasts
(three for computing bit sums of xi’s, three
for computing carry lookahead).

6. Convert binary bits of the sum to a number and
store it in the register of top left corner of M.
This requires 3 broadcasts, as shown in the
following step.

(a) Collect these bits to the west most column.
(This requires broadcast.)

(b) Store the ith binary bit of j in PE(i,j) for
each and j.

(c) Broadcast binary bits of the sum from the
westernmost column by row buses. (This
requires broadcast.)

(d) Mark PE(i,j) if its store bit and received bit
from the broadcast matches for each andj.

(e) Set the interconnection pattern of PE(i,j):

(SNWS} ifPE(i,j) marked
A(i,j) (WS} ifPE(i,j)unmarked andi=0

{} otherwise

(f) Broadcast j from PE(v/-,j) for each j. (This
requires 1 broadcast.)

Thus, this requires 18(= 4 + 2 + 9 + 3) broad-
casts.
Now we calculate h(n’) in the RMESH model

and obtain:

h(n’)= (13 ifx/-<n’< /
23 if < n’

Thus, g(n’) in the RMESH model is:

1+1+2+2=6
g(n’) 2+ 5 + 13 + 6 26

2 + 24+23 + 26 75

if n’<
if v/- < n,,fn-3
if,fn- <n’

THEOREM 4 There exists an R-mesh algorithm
that takes at most 75 bus broadcasts to sort n
numbers on an n n RMESH.
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APPENDIX C: A SCALABLE SORTING
ALGORITHM

The algorithm is a recursive one, so we describe it
as one that sorts n’ elements on an n/K n/K
R-mesh. T(n’) denotes the time complexity of our
algorithm in sorting n’ elements on an n/K n/K
R-mesh.

5. Combine the sorted subsets into a single sorted
list. (It takes C(n’)= O(1) time.)

These Sk’S can be located by the following
procedure. The proof that these elements selected
do have the property as required by the scalable
sorting algorithm, is similar to that of Lemma 1.
We omit it for brevity.

New Scalable Sorting Algorithm

Input." a set S of n elements ao, al,...,an,-
allocated in the processors of northernmost rows
of M. Specifically, a is allocated in its original
position PE(Li/(n/K)J, mod(n/K)).

Output." ai is allocated in its sorted position-
PE([ II(i)/(n/KJ, II(/) mod (n/K)) if the rank of ai in
S is II(/).

Auxiliary Variables." q F/-- ], p= Fn’l[ f(n’)ll,
and m =p q.

1. If n’ < n/K then sort by the method in Section 4.
(It takes O(1) time.)

2. Select a set S’ of m + elements So, S1,... ,Sm

from S such that the number of elements x in S
that satisfies s < x < S+l is at most f(n’). Also
store elements of S’ in the northernmost row of
M. See procedure Select(S) for details. (This
step requires D(n) time.)

3. Sort S’ on M. Let So, S1,... ,Sm- be the sorted
list. This step requires O(1) time since
rn <_ K <_ n/K.

4. Partition S into rn subsets S, 0 <_ k <_ m-1
such that S {s SIs <_ s < s+ }. Sort S and
store elements of S at their sorted positions in
M. These are implemented by doing the
following steps sequentially for 0 <_ k < rn 1"

(a) Elements of S are routed to the northern-
most rows of M. (See procedure Rou-
te_l(Sk). This step requires RI(ISkl) time.)

(b) Sort Sk on M recursively using this algo-
rithm. (This step needs T(ISkl) time.)

(c) Route the elements of sorted Sg to their
sorted positions. (See procedure Rou-
te_2(Sk). This step requires R2(ISI) time.)

Select(S)

1. Evenly divide S into p subsets, Wt, 0 _< _<p- 1,
where the elements in Wt are not necessarily
smaller than those in W+I and so this step is
trivial. Note that ]WA =f(n’) for 0_< l<_p-2,
and WI <_f(n’) for l=p-1. Also note that

2. Do the following steps sequentially for
O<_l<_p-l"

(a) Sort W on M. Note that additional time is
needed to route Wt to the northernmost
rows of M. (This can be easily done in
O( f(n’)/(n/K)) time.)

(b) From the sorted W, select w,0, W,l,...,
Wl,q-1 such that these elements evenly
partition W into subsets of size f(n)/q.
(This step obviously takes O(1) time.)

(c) Route the set of all the elements selected in
the preceding step to the northernmost row
of M, in fact, WtT is routed to PE(0,
l. q + l). This can be easily done in O(1)
time since the locations that w,t,’s were
routed to are known.

(This requires p (TQ(n’)) + O( f(n’)/(n/K))
time.)

3. Let S {s: 0 < k < m } be the set of all the
elements selected in the preceding step. Note
that Sm Oe is included in S for convenience of
presentation.

Now that each Wt is already sorted and then
stored in a dedicated submesh Mt of size n/
K xf(n’)/(n/K) after running the procedure
Select(S). We are ready to describe the following
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two routing procedures. We first define some
notations relative to Sk. Suppose a E Sk is marked
and currently stored in PE(i,j), then pos(a)= (i,j).
Define the row major order of a in Sg as I(a’ Sk:
pos(a’) < pos(a) (lexicographically)

Route_l(S)

1. Mark Sg (the elements in S that are between sg
and Sk + 1. This is implemented by marking the
elements in Wt that are between Sk and Sk + on

Mt for each in parallel. (Note that
_< CK.)

2. Route these I&l marked numbers to northern-
most rows of M. This step includes the
following substeps.

(a) Compute the row major order of each
elements of Sk as follows.

We now analyze the time complexity of our new
scalable sorting algorithm.

n/x/-- ifn/--<n’f(n’)--
n/K otherwise

m= rn’/Ff(n’)l
m-1

O(n’) + R1 (ISI)+ Z(lSkl)
T(n’) k=0

/R2(ISkl)/f(n’) ifn/K<n’
O(1) otherwise

[n’/ [f(n’)q] , T(f(n’) + O(f(n’) /(n/K)
D(n’) ifn/K<n’

0(1) otherwise

Rl (ISkl)--g* lSkl/n.
R(ISkl)--g* lSkl/n.

i. Count the number of marks on Mi by
bus splitting for each submesh of Mi in
parallel. This step requires O(1) time
since W1 is already sorted.

ii. Compute the prefix sum of these p
numbers obtained in the previous step.
This requires O(1) time since p < x/-.

(b) Route n/K of these marked elements
sequentially to northernmost rows until
all marked elements are routed. This can
be easily done since the row major orders of
these marked numbers are computed. This
step takes K, ISkl/n time.

Route_2(S)

1. Compute the ranks in S of elements of Sk. This
can be easily done since Sk is sorted and
elements of Sg_l are stored in their sorted
positions.

2. Route n/K elements of Sk sequentially to their
sorted positions. This can be easily done since
the ranks in S of elements of Sk is computed.
This step takes K, ISkl/n time.

We use the amortization technique [4] to calculat-
ing the time complexities of routing procedures
Route and Route 2.

(ISkl) + R2(ISkl) 2, K, ISkl/n
k=0 k=0

--0 m/2*g/n*lSkl
k=0

O(m/ 2 , K/n , n’).

Solving the recurrence equations yields

O(n’/n K)
T(n’) O(n’/n,v/--)

O(1)

if n/x/-- < n’ < n
if n/K < n’ < n/x/--
otherwise

Thus, we have

r(n) O(K).
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